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The Multi-unit Assignment Problem:
Theory and Evidence from Course Allocation at Harvard†
By Eric Budish and Estelle Cantillon*
We use theory and field data to study the draft mechanism used to
allocate courses at Harvard Business School. We show that the draft
is manipulable in theory, manipulated in practice, and that these
manipulations cause significant welfare loss. Nevertheless, we find
that welfare is higher than under its widely studied strategyproof
alternative. We identify a new link between fairness and welfare that
explains why the draft performs well despite the costs of strategic
behavior, and then design a new draft that reduces these costs. We
draw several broader lessons for market design, regarding Pareto
efficiency, fairness, and strategyproofness. (JEL D63, D82, I23)
Educational institutions commonly place limits on the number of students in any
particular class. These class-size limits create an instance of the multi-unit assignment problem: if it is not possible for all students to take their most desired schedule of courses, then how should seats in courses be allocated?1 Other examples of
multi-unit assignment problems include the assignment of tasks or shifts to workers,
players to sports teams, shared scientific resources to their users, and airport takeoffand-landing slots to airlines.
Perhaps the central difference between how practitioners and economists have
approached multi-unit assignment and other similar market design problems is
the attention paid to incentives. Practitioners often design mechanisms that would
lead to economically desirable outcomes if agents told the truth about their preferences, but which fail to provide agents with an incentive to do so. Economists
try where possible to design mechanisms where truthful reporting not only leads
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1
Press coverage and anecdotal evidence suggest that the course scarcity problem is particularly acute in higher
education, and especially at professional schools (Bartlett 2008; Guernsey 1999; Lehrer 2008).
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to desirable outcomes, but is a dominant strategy. Such strategyproof mechanisms eliminate agents “having to engage in costly and risky strategic behavior”
(Roth 2008) and are robust in the sense of Wilson (1987) and Bergemann and
Morris (2005). Strategyproofness has played an important role in economists’
market design recommendations in a variety of settings, including school choice
procedures, auctions, two-sided matching markets, and kidney exchanges.2 For
multi-unit assignment specifically, the theoretical literature has focused almost
exclusively on strategyproof mechanisms.
In this paper we use theory and field data to (i) show that the non-strategyproofness of a widely used multi-unit assignment mechanism has a large negative impact
on welfare; (ii) show that nevertheless the mechanism from practice outperforms the
strategyproof alternative emphasized by the extant theory; (iii) identify an important
design consideration that the theory missed by limiting attention to strategyproof
mechanisms; and (iv) propose a new mechanism that integrates the lessons of the
analysis, and that is more attractive in the data than what either theory or practice
had developed on its own. Overall, our analysis suggests a nuanced perspective on
the role of strategyproofness in design: on the one hand we provide some of the most
direct evidence to date on the costs of using a manipulable mechanism, but on the
other hand we show that the costs imposed by restricting attention to strategyproof
mechanisms can be larger still.
The mechanism we study is the draft used since the mid-1990s to allocate courses
to students at Harvard Business School (HBS).3 In the HBS draft, students report
their preferences over individual courses to a computer, which then chooses courses
for them one at a time over a series of rounds; the choosing order is random in the
first round, and then reverses in subsequent rounds. Our data consist of students’
actual (potentially strategic) reports of their preferences, as well as their underlying truthful preferences, from a survey conducted by the HBS administration.4 This
combination of truthful and stated preferences is powerful, first because it allows us
to directly observe students’ strategic manipulations and hence quantify their effect
on welfare, and second because we can use the truthful preferences to simulate
counterfactual mechanisms.
We begin by asking: Does the non-strategyproofness of the HBS draft really
matter in practice? We approach this question in three steps. In the first step we
study the theoretical properties of the HBS draft mechanism, with an eye towards
the empirics. We first show that the HBS draft is simple to manipulate: students
should overreport how much they like popular courses and underreport how much
they like unpopular courses, so they do not waste early-round draft picks on courses
2
˘ lu and Sönmez (2003) propose two strategyproof mechanisms for school choice, the first based
Abdulkadiro g
on Gale and Shapley’s deferred acceptance algorithm (since adopted by Boston and New York), and the second
based on Gale’s top trading cycles algorithm. Vickrey’s (1961) auction is strategyproof and is the foundation for
much of modern combinatorial auction design; see Milgrom (2004) and Cramton, Shoham, and Steinberg (2006).
Roth and Peranson (1999) describe the role of strategyproofness concerns in the redesign of the medical match,
which uses a variant of Gale-Shapley. Roth, Sönmez, and Ünver (2004) propose a strategyproof mechanism for
kidney exchange that is based on top trading cycles.
3
There are many different drafts in practice, both formal and informal, in settings ranging from firms (the allocation of tasks or shifts), to professional sports leagues (new players), to households (chores, divorce settlement), to
dispute resolution (issues). See Brams and Straffin (1979) and Brams and Taylor (1996, 1999) for examples and
design permutations.
4
We describe in detail in Section IV our argument that the survey data are indeed truthful.
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they can get in later rounds. We then show that equilibrium strategic behavior can
affect students’ welfare through two distinct channels. First, strategic behavior
leads to congestion (popular courses reach capacity faster) which hurts students
whose preferred courses are popular amongst other students. Second, strategic
behavior can lead to ex post Pareto inefficient allocations, because a student may
strategically underreport some class he likes and then turn out not to get it. It is
possible that, ex ante, all students are worse off under equilibrium strategic play
than under truthful behavior.
In the second step, we ask whether students behave strategically in the data, which
cover the allocation of roughly 9,000 course seats amongst 900 MBA students in
academic year 2005–2006. At the aggregate level, truthful preferences and actual
submitted reports differ significantly and in a way that is consistent with equilibrium
strategic behavior. At the individual level, we find that students’ submitted preferences rearrange popular and unpopular courses in a manner that is mostly consistent
with our characterization of equilibrium. Their optimization is not perfect, however,
which suggests that strategic mistakes should also be counted as a potential cost of
strategic behavior.
In the last step, we quantify the costs of students’ strategic behavior, by comparing actual play of the HBS draft with what would have occurred if students had
reported their preferences truthfully. We first document that, as predicted by the
theory, strategic behavior causes congestion and ex post inefficient allocations: on
average our Pareto-improvement-seeking integer program is able to find beneficial
trades involving 64 percent of students and 9 percent of course seats. Ex ante welfare
comparisons are more subtle: our data consist of ordinal preferences over individual
courses, but welfare depends on cardinal preferences over bundles. We develop a
computational method that uses first-order stochastic dominance and allows us to
draw welfare comparisons for many students based on this limited ordinal information: nearly half of students are unambiguously harmed by strategic play, whereas
only 10 percent unambiguously benefit. To reach comparisons for the other students,
or to evaluate welfare from the perspective of a utilitarian social planner, we put
increasingly more structure on preferences. Our approach is motivated by the HBS
administration’s emphasis on the number of students who obtain their single favorite
course and on the average rank of the ten courses students receive. If students have
what we call lexicographic preferences or what we call average-rank preferences,
we can conclude that a large majority of individual students and a utilitarian social
planner regard strategic play as harmful to welfare. The magnitudes are meaningful: strategic play reduces the number of students who receive their favorite course
from 82 percent to 63 percent, and increases the average rank of the ten courses in a
student’s schedule from 7.66 to 7.99 (higher is worse, 5.50 is bliss).
Thus, the non-strategyproofness of the HBS draft indeed matters in practice. The
mechanism is simple to manipulate in theory, is actually manipulated by students in
practice, and these manipulations lead to significant welfare loss. This motivates our
next question: Should HBS switch to a strategyproof mechanism?
There is a simple way to modify the draft to make it strategyproof: rather than have
students choose courses one at a time over a series of rounds, have students take turns
choosing their entire bundle of courses, over a single round. If the choosing order is
random, as in HBS’s draft, this mechanism is called the random serial d ictatorship
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(RSD). It is straightforward to show that dictatorships are the only strategyproof
mechanisms within the class of random priority mechanisms (i.e., mechanisms where
agents take turns choosing objects in some random order).5 In fact, a series of papers
have established more generally that dictatorships are the only mechanisms that are
strategyproof and ex post Pareto efficient, and on those grounds these papers have
recommended that RSD be considered for use in practice.6
We compare students’ outcomes under the actual strategic play of the HBS draft
with their outcomes under equilibrium truthful play of RSD. Ex post, the dictatorship is Pareto efficient whereas the draft is not. But when we compare the two
mechanisms ex ante, the conclusion from the ex post analysis reverses: both the
large majority of individual students and a utilitarian social planner prefer the HBS
draft to RSD. Again, the magnitudes are large: switching to RSD increases the average rank from 7.99 to 8.74 and reduces the number of students who get their favorite
course from 63 percent to 49 percent.
This surprising finding raises our next question: What was the prior theory missing? What explains the ex post efficient RSD’s poor ex ante welfare performance
relative to the draft? By limiting attention to strategyproof dictatorships, the prior
theory also limited attention to mechanisms that yield a highly unequal distribution
of outcomes, in which some students get all of the courses they like most, whereas
others get few or none. Ex post, these outcomes are Pareto efficient, because it is
impossible to improve the allocation of students late in the dictatorship order without harming the allocation of students early in the dictatorship order. But ex ante,
this inequality harms welfare. The basic intuition is that each lucky student with
a good random draw makes her second, third, … , last choices independently of
whether they would be some unlucky student’s first choice; that is, the lucky gain
less than the unlucky lose. Drafts like HBS’s do not have this problem—formally,
no student gets to make her n + 1th choice before all students get to make their nth
choice—hence the draft’s outperformance of the dictatorship in the data.
Thus, both the draft from practice and the dictatorship from theory each have
an important design weakness. Our last question is, quite simply, are there better
mechanisms for multi-unit assignment? We integrate the lessons of our analysis into
the design of a new mechanism called the “proxy draft.” The proxy draft maintains
the key strength of the HBS draft relative to the dictatorship, which is its distribution of outcomes. But, it modifies the HBS draft in two simple ways to mitigate its
key weakness, the costs of strategic behavior. First, we have the mechanism play
strategically on each student’s behalf; this mitigates the welfare loss from strategic
mistakes. Second, we allow the strategic proxy to utilize the student’s realized position in the choosing order, whereas in the original HBS draft students decide on
their strategic play without knowing the realization of this lottery; this mitigates the
welfare loss from strategic risk-taking. In the data, the proxy draft increases ex ante
welfare relative to the actual play of the HBS draft. These results demonstrate that
the lessons of our analysis are easily implementable.

5

See footnote 26 for a short proof.
Pápai (2001, p. 270) concludes that “[t]he implications are clear (…) if strategic manipulation is an issue, one
should seriously consider using a serial dictatorship, however restrictive it may seem.” Similar conclusions are
drawn by Ehlers and Klaus (2003, p. 266) and Hatfield (2009, p. 514).
6
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Our paper offers insights on three concepts that are of interest beyond the specific problem of multi-unit assignment: ex post Pareto efficiency, ex post fairness,
and strategyproofness.
First, our comparison between the draft and the dictatorship is a useful reminder
that ex post Pareto efficiency need not be a proxy for ex ante welfare. In allocation
problems with transferable utility (e.g., auctions) there typically is no distinction
between the two concepts, and in the context of single-unit assignment, empirical
results in Pathak (2006) and theoretical results in Che and Kojima (2010) suggest
that the shortcut of focusing on ex post Pareto efficiency may be justified. But in
settings like ours, with a large number of ex post Pareto efficient allocations with
very different utility profiles, conclusions based on ex post Pareto efficiency can
be misleading.
Second, our analysis highlights that there need not always be a trade-off between
fairness and welfare; the draft is preferable to the dictatorship on both dimensions.
Market design practitioners often describe fairness as an explicit design objective
alongside welfare;7 our analysis suggests that this may be sensible policy even if
welfare is the ultimate objective.
Last, our paper provides some perspective on strategyproofness, which has long
been viewed as an important desideratum in practical market design. Our field
data allow us to directly document that students at HBS—real-life participants
in a one-shot high-stakes setting—figure out how to strategically manipulate the
non-strategyproof HBS draft mechanism. Further, we show that these manipulations have real welfare consequences. Taken on their own, these findings could be
interpreted as strong evidence in support of the importance of strategyproofness
in design. But our finding that the strategyproof alternative is less attractive still is
strong evidence against imposing strategyproofness as an inflexible design requirement. The broader lesson, simple but worth stating explicitly, is that strategyproofness has both benefits and costs.8 Limiting attention to strategyproof mechanisms
implicitly treats the benefits as lexicographically more important than the costs. In
our view this is rarely justified.
Organization of the Paper.—The remainder of this paper is organized as follows. Section I describes the environment and the HBS draft mechanism. Section II
provides a theory of strategic behavior in the draft. Section III describes the data.
Section IV asks whether students behave strategically. Section V quantifies the costs
of strategic behavior. Section VI compares the draft to the strategyproof dictatorship. Section VII provides a theoretical explanation for the ex post efficient dictatorship’s poor ex ante welfare performance. Section VIII introduces the proxy draft.
Section IX concludes.

7
For instance, Wharton (2009) writes that its course allocation system is “designed to achieve an equitable and
efficient allocation of seats in elective courses when demand exceeds supply” (emphasis in original); several other
examples are described in Sönmez and Ünver (2010). The HBS administration echoed this joint emphasis on efficiency and fairness in private conversations.
8
We are not the first to observe that strategyproofness has both costs and benefits, and likely not to be the last.
˘ lu, Pathak, and Roth (2009) for an analysis in the context of school choice, and Section 7.4.2 of
See Abdulkadiro g
Fudenberg and Tirole (1991) for a textbook discussion.
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I. The HBS Draft Mechanism for Course Allocation

A. Environment
Courses.—There is a finite set of C courses, .9 Courses have capacities
q = (q1, … , qC ) ∈ [ 0, 1]C.
Preferences.—There is a continuum of students described by the interval [ 0, 1]
and endowed with the Lebesgue measure.10 Each student s is endowed with a von
Neumann-Morgenstern (vNM) utility function u sthat indicates her utility from each
bundle of courses, including singletons. As a regularity condition, we assume that
the set of students who prefer one bundle over another is measurable, for any two
pairs of bundles. Students can take 0 or 1 seats in each course, and at most m > 1
courses in total. Let P
 s  denote the ordinal preference relation generated by u s  .
We restrict attention to utility functions that generate strict ordinal preferences over
individual courses and responsive ordinal preferences over bundles.11 The main reason for focusing on responsive preferences in our theoretical analysis is that the HBS
draft mechanism takes rank order lists over individual courses as its inputs, thereby
implicitly assuming that preferences take this form. Responsiveness may seem a strong
assumption in the context of course allocation, where students value the bundle of
courses they ultimately get. However, we note that responsiveness is compatible with
mild complementarities and substitutabilities across courses and that the HBS curriculum is designed to minimize such complementarities and substitutabilities. Moreover,
survey evidence is broadly consistent with mild complementarities and substitutabilities.12 While we will maintain the responsiveness assumption in our theoretical analysis, we will revisit it when we look at our data in Section IV.
Information.—We assume that students’ preferences are common knowledge. Since
we are working with a continuum and the HBS draft mechanism is anonymous, this is
analogous to assuming that students’ preferences are private information but that the
distribution of preferences is common knowledge (Mas-Colell 1984).
Allocations.—An allocation in this environment is a measurable assignment of
courses to students. We denote by asstudent s’s allocation of courses. An allocation
9
We use the terms “students” and “courses” because of our application. We could equally use the generic terms
“agents” and “objects.”
10
The use of a continuum of students is a technical, rather than substantive, assumption. It simplifies proofs and
helps clarify the key forces behind the results. For other treatments of assignment problems with a continuum of
˘ lu, Che, and Yasuda (2008), and Che and Kojima (2010).
agents, see Abdulkadiro g
11
Responsiveness requires that a student’s ordinal preferences over bundles “respond” to their ordinal preferences over individual courses; essentially, it is an ordinal version of additive preferences. Formally, student s’s
preferences are responsive if, for any bundle of courses X and any courses c, c′ ∉ X, c Ps    c′ ⇔ (X ⋃ {c})Ps  ( X ⋃ {c′ }).
Also, c Ps    ~ ⇔ (X ⋃ {c})Ps  X (Roth 1985).
12
Specifically, we asked students in January 2006 whether they viewed any pair or group of courses as substitutes (in the sense that they would not want to take them together) or complements (in the sense that they would
want to take them together). One third of respondents did not view any set of courses as substitutes and two thirds of
respondents did not view any set of courses as complements. Most sets of substitutable or complementary courses
were named by only one or two students. The main source of substitutability across courses is a preference for
diversity. The main source of complementarity across courses arises from scheduling constraints for half-courses
that meet in the first part of the semester and half-courses meeting in the second part of the semester.
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is feasible if | as| ≤ m for almost all s and ∫
  1{s∈[ 0, 1]|c∈as} ds ≤ qcfor all c. A random
allocation is a probability distribution over feasible allocations.
Pareto Efficiency.—A feasible allocation is ex post Pareto efficient if there is no
other feasible allocation that all students weakly prefer and a strictly positive measure of students strictly prefers. A random allocation is ex ante Pareto efficient if
there is no other random allocation that all students weakly prefer and a strictly
positive measure of students strictly prefers.
B. The HBS Draft Mechanism
The allocation of courses at HBS takes place over two phases. Both phases take
ordinal information about students’ preferences over individual courses as their inputs.
In the first phase (initial allocation), students take turns choosing courses one-ata-time. Specifically, each student s reports a rank-order list (ROL) P
  s  indicating her

ordinal preferences over individual courses. We write  Ps   : c1  , c2  , c3 , … to describe
that student s puts course c1ahead of c2, course c2ahead of c3, and so on (with a
slight abuse of notation, we will also write Ps   : c1  , c2  , c3 , … , to describe her true preferences over individual courses). Then, students are randomly ordered. Following
Che and Kojima (2010), we model this by having each student draw a random priority number independently from the uniform distribution on [ 0, 1]. Students are allocated courses one-at-a-time over a series of m rounds. In odd rounds, which occur
during time intervals [ 0, 1], [ 2, 3], … , students are allocated courses one-at-a-time
in ascending order of their random priority number. In even rounds, which occur
during time intervals [ 1, 2], [ 3, 4], … , students are allocated courses one-at-a-time in
descending order of their random priority number. When it is student s’s turn, she
is allocated her most-preferred course on P
 s  that (i) she has not already received in
a previous round; and (ii) has spare capacity. A formal description of the allocation
generated by this mechanism is given in the online Appendix. At this stage, it is
useful to mention a property that follows directly from our continuum assumption:
given a submitted strategy profile by students, the HBS draft generates deterministic
course run-out times.
The initial allocation phase is followed by an “add-drop” phase, during which
students may add courses with excess capacity to their schedule, and drop courses
they obtained in the initial allocation that they no longer want. We model this phase
as a random serial dictatorship for the excess capacity from the initial allocation.
Specifically, students submit new rank-order lists. Then, there is a single round taking place from time [ 0, 1]. When it is student s’ s turn, she is allocated her mostpreferred schedule out of the courses she got in the initial allocation and whatever
of the excess capacity courses still have spare capacity.13 Note that if students report
the same preferences in the add-drop phase as in the initial allocation phase there
will be no add-drop activity.
13
The add-drop phase in practice is a multi-pass version of our modeling abstraction. The difference is that in the
multi-pass version it is possible that a course reaches capacity in the initial allocation phase but becomes available
again in some pass of the add-drop phase. This possibility complicates the theoretical analysis without additional
insight. Note, critically, that neither the actual nor the modeled add-drop phase allows for Pareto improving trades
of courses at capacity.
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Equilibrium.—A pure strategy Nash equilibrium in our environment is a measurable mapping from the set of students to the set of rank order lists, one for
each phase. Because the second phase of the HBS draft is equivalent to RSD and
RSD is dominant-strategy incentive compatible, we restrict attention to strategies where students report truthfully in that phase. When we write that student s
s  we mean that s submits the ROL P
 s  in the initial allocation phase
plays strategy  P
and submits Ps   in the add-drop phase. Existence of a pure strategy Nash equilibrium in the full game is guaranteed because the action space is finite, students’
expected utilities are continuous in the strategies of the other students, and students’ expected utilities only depend on the fraction of students who report each
preference profile (Schmeidler 1973; Mas-Colell 1984).
II. Strategic Behavior in the HBS Draft Mechanism

We start with a simple example that illustrates the mechanics of the HBS draft and
suggests the behavior we can expect in equilibrium.
Example 1 (Over-reporting and Congestion): Let m = 2 and suppose there are
4 courses with capacity of 2⁄3 seats each. Preferences are as follows:
Proportion of population
⁄3
1
⁄3
1
⁄3
1

Type

Preferences

P1  
P2  
P3  

c1  , c2  , c3  , c4
c2  , c1  , c3  , c4
c1  , c3  , c4  , c2

.

Truthful play is not a best response for the P2  types. If all other students play truthfully, a P
 2   type who plays truthfully gets c 2 in the first round and c 3 in the second
2   : c1  , c2  , c3  , c4  , then he gets c1in the
round. If a P
 2  type instead submits preferences  P
 2   types prefer {c1  , c2  } to {c2  , c3}
first round and gets c 2 in the second round. Since P
this is a profitable deviation.
2   : c1  ,
In fact, the P1  and P3  types reporting truthfully and the P2  types reporting  P
c2  , c3  , c4 is a Nash equilibrium, for any vNM utilities consistent with these ordinal
preferences. In this equilibrium, the P1   and P2   types get {c1  , c2  } with probability 2⁄3
and {c2  , c3} with probability 1⁄3 and the P3   types get {c1  , c3} with probability 2⁄3 and
{c3  , c4} with probability 1⁄3. All students rank c1 first, causing c 1 to reach capacity
earlier than under truthful play.
Example 1 suggests that students can profitably manipulate the HBS draft by
overreporting how much they like popular courses, and this causes those courses to
reach capacity earlier. The intuition is straightforward: a P2  type should not waste
his first-round choice on c2 , since he can get c2for sure in the second round, and
if he waits until round two to ask for c 1he is sure not to get c 1 . We develop a more
detailed understanding of this strategic misreporting in Section IIA.
Example 1 also shows that strategic behavior has welfare consequences. P2   stu 3  students are
dents benefit from being able to act strategically while the P1  and P
worse off from this strategic behavior. We further explore the welfare properties of
equilibrium in Section IIB.
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A. Strategic Misreporting in the HBS Draft
Our first result in this section shows that it is simple to find profitable manipulations of the HBS draft. To describe the manipulation formally we first need to define
popularity.
Definition 1 (Popularity): Course c is P
  -popular if it reaches capacity under


play P
  . Otherwise it is P
  -unpopular. For two P
  -popular courses c, c′ we say that c is

more P
  -popular than c′ if c reaches capacity earlier than does c′.
Because any strategy profile fully pins down deterministic course run-out times, the
notion of popularity is well-defined and the “more popular” order is a complete order.
−s
s  ′  ,  P
  )-popular for any P
 s  ′     ,
By the continuum assumption, P
  -popular courses are also ( P
so we can as well talk about P
 −  s-popular courses. When the strategy profile under consideration is clear from the context we will simply say popular and unpopular.
As long as students can predict which courses run out in equilibrium they have the
following profitable manipulation:
simple
 s   
 by taking
Theorem 1 (Simple Manipulations): Fix P
  −  s  . Form the strategy P
simple
s   
c′ whenever:
the first m courses in Ps  and rearranging them so that c P

(i) cPs    c′ and both are popular or both are unpopular; or
(ii) c is popular and c′ is unpopular.
 generates weakly greater utility than truthful play P
 s    , for all realThe strategy P
  s   
ized priority orders.
simple

The proof of Theorem 1 (see the online Appendix) is by induction, breaking down
simple
  s   
into a sequence of smaller deviations, each of
the difference between P
 s   and P
which involves changing the relative position of a single unpopular course. We show
that, for any realized priority order, each such deviation changes the student’s outcome by at most a single course, and whenever there is such a change it is one that
simple
  s   
may yield quite differthe student strictly prefers. Thus, even though Ps   and P
ent lotteries over bundles, we are able to compare them based only on the student’s
ordinal preferences over individual courses and the assumption of responsiveness.
−s
s  simple
 
,  P
  ) first-order
Formally, the distribution of course bundles s receives under ( P
−s
  ), for any comstochastically dominates the distribution he receives under (Ps    ,  P
plete order over bundles that is compatible with P
 s  and responsiveness.14
While Theorem 1 shows that it is simple to find a strategic misreport that is prefersimple
is a best response. Our next result
able to truthful play, it does not claim that P
 s   
explores the constraints that equilibrium behavior places on the relationship between
submitted ROLs and students’ ordinal preferences. Specifically, we ask the following
14
For other papers exploiting first order stochastic dominance in the context of random assignment, see e.g.,
Roth and Rothblum (1999) and Ehlers and Massó (2008). We face the added difficulty in our multi-unit environment that ordinal preferences over individual courses pin down only a partial order over bundles.
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question: Suppose we observe a strategy profile P
  and students’ ordinal preferences
over individual courses P. Under what conditions is P
  compatible with equilibrium
behavior? Theorem 2 provides necessary conditions for a student’s play to be a best
response; they have the interpretation of “mistakes” that best responders must avoid.
Theorem 2 (Best Responses): Consider any strategy profile P
  and any student s.
 and
Let c be a popular course that s receives with probability less than one under  P
−s

  
that is amongst s’s m most truthfully preferred courses. If  Ps  is a best response to  P

then there cannot exist course c′ ranked higher than c on Ps  such that:
(i) c′ is unpopular and s gets course c with positive probability by moving c
s  ; or
ahead of c′ on P
   , and he would get course c
(ii) c Ps    c′, s never gets c and gets c′ for sure under P

for sure by moving c ahead of c′ on Ps  ; or
   , but he would get c with positive probability,
(iii) c′ Ps    c, s never gets c under P
and receive all popular courses that he truthfully prefers to c with unchanged
s    .
probability, by moving c ahead of c′ on P
For each condition, the proof of Theorem 2 (see the online Appendix) identifies
an alternative strategy that yields a distribution over bundles that first-order stochastically dominates the distribution student s gets under P
  .
The first condition in Theorem 2 confirms the intuition from Theorem 1 that good
strategy involves underreporting unpopular courses relative to popular courses, while
conditions (ii)–(iii) provide necessary conditions on how students should further
rearrange popular courses, taking their relative popularity into account (which, in
the statement of the theorem, translates into probabilities of getting these courses).
Condition (ii) says that students should not reverse the relative ordering of two
courses, if doing so makes them miss the preferred course for sure. By contrast, condition (iii) says that students should reverse this relative ordering (placing the more
popular course ahead) if this does not come at the cost of missing a more preferred
course. Together, these three conditions, which depend only on the kind of information our data contain, form the basis of our test for equilibrium behavior in Section IV.
We conclude this section with two further comments on the nature of equilibrium
in the HBS draft. First, there can be multiple equilibria. This is intuitive since course
popularities are endogenous: if students think course c is more popular than course
c′ they will tend to place course c ahead of course c′, and vice versa. Second, there
exist environments where truthful play is an equilibrium. This will follow as a special case of Lemma 1 in Section VII.
B. Welfare
Strategic behavior in the HBS draft has redistributive consequences. On the one hand,
it helps students who, by overreporting their preferences for popular courses, increase
their chances of getting them. On the other hand, it creates congestion for these courses
and hurts students who value them highly. These points can be seen in Example 1.
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Strategic behavior also has efficiency consequences, due to the intrinsic tradeoff that students face between upgrading a less preferred but very popular course
and the risk of potentially missing a seat in a preferred but less popular course.
Example 2 illustrates.
Example 2 (Ex post Inefficiency of Equilibrium Strategic Play): Let m = 2.
Courses c1  , c2 have excess demand with respective capacity 0.6 and 0.8. All other
courses do not. Suppose preferences are as follows (where “other” stands for
courses other than c1or c2)
Proportion of population
0.3
0.4
0.3

Type
P1  

P2  
P3  

Preferences

c1  , c2  , other
c2  , c1  , other
c2  , other

.

Consider the strategy profile where all students of type P1  play P
  1   : c2  , c1  , other, and
 3   types submit truthful ROLs. Under this strategy profile, all students
the P2   and P
request c2in round 1, which means that only the first 0.8 are successful. Those who
do not get their first choice get their second choice in round 1. At the beginning
of round 2, 0.46 seats (0.6 − (0.7)(0.2)) remain in c 1  , whereas 0.56 students will
request it. This means the first 82 percent of these students are successful. Thus, the
P 1and P2  types face the following lottery:

[ 0.66 : {c1  , c2}; 0.20 : {c1  , other}; 0.14 : {c2  , other}].

(1)

To check that this strategy profile is an equilibrium, we only need to look at the
opportunity for a P
 1   student to deviate and submit his truthful preferences. If he
  1    , P2    , P3  is an equilibrium
does, he gets the deterministic outcome {c1  , other}. Thus P
if all P
 1  students prefer the lottery in (1) over the deterministic outcome {c1  , other}.
This equilibrium is ex post inefficient because it is possible that a P1student ends up
with {c2  , other} and that a P2  student ends up with {c1  , other}. Those students would
prefer to trade.
Because equilibrium play can result in ex post inefficient allocations, the HBS
draft is ex ante inefficient. We next show something stronger: it is possible that equilibrium strategic behavior strictly harms all students relative to truthful play.
Example 2 (Continued ) (Strategic Behavior May Hurt All Students Ex Ante):
Consider again Example 2. The following table compares the lotteries that students
face under truthful behavior and under the equilibrium identified in Example 2 above.
Type

 1  
P
P2  
P3  

Lottery under truthful play

[ 0.33 : {c1  , c2  }; 0.67 : {c1, other}]
[ 0.75 : {c1 , c2}; 0.25 : {c2  , other}]
[ 1 : {c2  , other}]

Lottery under strategic behavior

[ 0.66 : {c1  , c2}; 0.20 : {c1  , other}; 0.14 : {c2  , other}]
[ 0.66 : {c1  , c2}; 0.14 : {c2  , other}; 0.20 : {c1  , other}] .
[ 0.80 : {c2  , other}; 0.20 : {other, other}]
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Clearly, the P
 2   and P
 3   types are worse off under strategic behavior, independently
of cardinal information about their preferences. The P
 1   types are worse off if, for
example us  ({c1, c2}) = 5, us  ({c1, other }) = 4 and us({c2, other }) = 1.
Example 2 suggests that there is a Prisoners’ Dilemma aspect to strategic behavior. Of course, each individual student prefers the option to play strategically rather
than be constrained to play truthfully. But when all students have this option, everyone can be made worse off. We summarize the implications of Example 2 as follows.
Theorem 3 (Efficiency Consequences of Strategic Behavior):
(i) (ex post) The outcome of the HBS draft mechanism under equilibrium play
can be ex post inefficient.
(ii) (ex ante) It is possible that all students strictly prefer the distribution of outcomes they receive from truthful play to that which they receive under equilibrium play.
Theorem 3 summarizes the efficiency properties of equilibrium behavior in the
HBS draft. In practice, students may also make strategic mistakes and it is easy to
show that these have ex post and ex ante efficiency consequences as well. We will
empirically explore the efficiency consequences of strategic play in Section V.
III. Description of Data

Our dataset covers the allocation of second-year elective courses to second-year
MBA students at Harvard Business School during the 2005–2006 academic year.
Students choose up to ten elective full courses each, five for each semester. Courses
for both semesters are allocated in a single allocation process.
A. Timing of Actions and Information
Students are asked to report their ranking over individual courses at three separate times: in early May, in mid-May, and in mid-July. Prior to this, students have
information on the past enrollment of each course and they receive both official and
unofficial course evaluation information.
In early May, students are asked by the administration to voluntarily participate in
a survey in which they rank their top five favorite courses. The survey explicitly asks
students to report their preferences truthfully, and we are not aware of any compelling reason to disobey this request. The results are used to aggregate information
about demand and adjust some course capacities. The students have access to the
full results, except for the student identities which are removed.
In mid May, students participate in a trial run of the allocation mechanism.
Participation is compulsory and students can rank up to 30 courses. The algorithm
is run a single time, and then the administration reports the resulting course enrollments. For courses at capacity, students are told by how many times the course was
oversubscribed. In addition, students are told which ten courses were most often
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ranked first in the submitted ROLs, along with the number of students who ranked
each first. Students do not receive any feedback on their individual assignment of
courses from the trial run.
Finally, students submit their ROLs for the real run of the mechanism in mid July.
B. Course Characteristics
Our data contain all course capacities as they were available at the time of the
May trial run and the July actual run of the algorithm. Seats in 70 courses and
22 half-courses were offered in May for a total capacity of 11,871 seats. Course
capacities ranged from 12 to 404 students. The numbers for July were 67 courses
and 22 half-courses for a total of 10,898 seats.15 The capacities range was 12–401.
C. Submitted Preferences
Our data contain students’ submitted ordinal preferences over individual courses
(with student identifiers) in the May 2005 poll, May 2005 trial run, and the July
2005 actual run of the algorithm. In addition, we conducted an auxiliary survey in
January 2006 in which we asked students to rank their 30 favorite courses. The poll
was conducted before second-semester courses started. In the poll, we explicitly
asked students to rank the courses according to their true preferences, independently of whether they got the course or not. The stated objective of the poll was
to collect data on preferences to investigate potential improvements to the HBS
allocation mechanism.
Table 1 summarizes the number of students and courses covered by the data on
each occasion. Because participation was compulsory, the May trial run data and the
July actual run data cover the entire population. The small discrepancy in numbers
is due to students leaving for or returning from military duty, maternity leave, or any
other leave of absence.
IV. Evidence of Strategic Behavior

In this section, we provide evidence, both at the aggregate level and at the individual level, that students at HBS strategically misreport their preferences in a manner consistent with our theoretical analysis in Section II. The analysis lends support
to the interpretation of May poll responses as truthful and July ROLs as equilibrium
strategic play, which is natural in the context of our data. However, there are two
nuances. First, there is evidence, both at the aggregate level and the individual level,
of some preference changes between May and July. We will attempt to correct for
such preference changes when we conduct the welfare analysis. Second, there is
evidence at the individual level that some students make strategic mistakes. We will
not attempt to correct for such mistakes in the welfare analysis, since the complexity
of calculating a best response is an intrinsic part of the HBS draft mechanism.
15
Four courses were added between the May poll and the trial run. Between the trial run and the July run, one
course was added, four courses were cancelled, one full semester course was changed into a half course, and several
courses had their capacities increased or decreased slightly.
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Table 1—Descriptive Statistics: Submitted Preferences

Number of students
Average number of courses per ROL
Std. Dev. of number of courses per ROL
Number of courses listed at least once

May ’05 poll

May ’05 trial run

July ’05 run

Jan ’06 poll

460
5
0
84

922
22.33
5.13
92

916
22.12
4.92
89

163
17.46
7.31
92

A. Evidence Based on Aggregate Data
If May poll preferences are truthful and July ROLs represent equilibrium behavior, then aggregate demand in May and in July should differ in a way that is
related to the underlying popularity of courses: roughly speaking, we expect the
aggregate distribution of students’ preferences for popular courses to be higher in
July during the real play of the mechanism than in the May poll, and vice versa
for unpopular courses.
To test for the equality of aggregate demand for a course in the May poll and in the
July actual play, we use Gehan’s (1965) extension of the Wilcoxon rank-based test
for discrete and censored data (censoring in our data arises from the fact that students
only rank five courses in the May poll and not all students rank 30 courses in July).
Consider course c and a sample of students. Course c’s distribution of ranks in that
sample, Dc  (r), is the proportion of students that place course c at rank r or before in
D  July
that sample. The null hypothesis of the test is that D  May
c  (r) = 
c  (r) for all r ≤ 5,
July
16
where D  May
c  and D  c  are the distributions of ranks in the May poll and in July.
Table 2 reports the results for the 84 courses that appear in both the May poll and
the July run. As a proxy for students’ beliefs about a course’s popularity, we use the
administration’s reports after the trial run about predicted enrollment in each course.
For courses at capacity, they also report very explicitly by how much the course was
oversubscribed. In the table, we categorize courses not at capacity as “unpopular”
and courses at capacity according to their level of oversubscription.17
Table 2 shows that the null hypothesis of unchanged demand between the May
poll and the July run is rejected for 42 out of the 84 courses (50 percent). For courses
that are multiple times oversubscribed, the reason for rejection is always because
demand is higher in July. For courses that are unpopular or popular but less than
once oversubscribed, rejection occurs because demand is lower in July. This pattern
is consistent with strategic behavior and equilibrium play by students.
However, systematic preference changes, either through new information correlated to popularity, or through social learning (for example, through the feedback
from the May poll or the trial run), could also generate the pattern seen in Table 2. To
distinguish between these preference-based explanations and an explanation based
on strategic behavior, we compare aggregate demand in the May poll with the aggregate demand in the poll that we carried out in January 2006. If the results of Table 2
are due to preference changes, we should find the same pattern of rejection of the

16
17

The restriction of the test to r ≤ 5 is due to the censoring of preferences in the May poll.
Alternative definitions of popularity based on the May poll or the July ROLs yield very similar results.
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Table 2—Comparison Between May Poll Demand and July Run Demand
(5 Percent level)

Unpopular
Popular, 0 ×
Popular, 1 ×
Popular, 2 ×
Popular, 3 ×
Popular, 4 ×
Popular, 5 ×

oversubscribed
oversubscribed
oversubscribed
oversubscribed
oversubscribed
oversubscribed

N

July demand lower

No difference

July demand higher

48
16
8
6
3
1
2

27
6
1
0
0
0
0

21
10
7
4
0
0
0

0
0
0
2
3
1
2

null hypothesis when we compare poll responses in May 2005 to poll responses in
January 2006. Table 3 shows that this is not the case.
Despite the fact that eight months elapsed between the May poll and the January
poll, we are only able to reject the null hypothesis of unchanged demand for 15 percent
of courses, as compared with 50 percent above.18 Additional evidence comes from the
pattern of rejections in Table 3. Whereas in July, 27 of 48 unpopular courses had
significantly lower demand, in January only three do, and one unpopular course even
has significantly higher demand. Amongst courses that are at least one-time oversubscribed, seven had significantly higher demand in July versus one significantly lower,
whereas the numbers are four versus three in January. Still, there are nine courses in
total for which the null hypothesis is rejected both in July and January in the same
direction, which is consistent with a persistent shock to preferences for these courses.
We conclude that there is substantial change in aggregate reported preferences
between the May poll and July run, and that most of this change can be explained by
short-term strategic considerations rather than long-lasting preference changes due
to social learning or new information.
B. Evidence Based on Individual Data
If May poll preferences are truthful and July ROLs represent equilibrium behavior, then each individual student’s July ROL should satisfy Theorem 2’s necessary
conditions for a best response given the student’s own truthful (May poll) preferences and the realized (July ROL) popularity.
To run this test, we first identify popular and unpopular courses based on
Definition 1 and 10,000 runs of the HBS draft using the July run submitted preferences and randomly drawn priority orders. We then focus on the 456 students who
participated in both the May poll and the July run. Out of the 2,280 courses that
appear as their five most-preferred courses according to the poll, 1,775 are popular.
For each of these courses, we check whether Theorem 2’s three necessary conditions are satisfied. Out of the 1,775 popular course entries, 1,438 (81 percent) are
compliant with Theorem 2, while 337 (19 percent) are in violation.
Conceptually, there are two possible explanations for each Theorem 2 violation:
either the student’s reported preferences in May no longer reflect his true preferences
18

During this time period students took Fall 2005 classes, and their experience of these courses may have
affected their preferences. The rejection rate for the subsample of Winter 2006 courses is the same (15 percent).
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Table 3—Comparison Between May Poll Demand and January Poll Demand
(5 Percent level)

Unpopular
Popular, 0 ×
Popular, 1 ×
Popular, 2 ×
Popular, 3 ×
Popular, 4 ×
Popular, 5 ×

oversubscribed
oversubscribed
oversubscribed
oversubscribed
oversubscribed
oversubscribed

N

January
demand lower

49
16
8
6
3
1
2

3
2
2
0
1
0
0

No
difference
45
14
6
5
1
0
1

January
demand higher
1
0
0
1
1
1
1

in July, or the student made a mistake. In general, it is impossible to distinguish
between these two explanations. Instead what we will do in the rest of this section is
try to identify those cases that seem likely to be caused by preference changes, and
those that seem likely to be caused by strategic error.
Preference Changes.—The violations that seem most likely to be caused by preference change are those cases where a student ranked a popular course amongst her top
five courses in May, and then does not even rank the course in July. 152 of the 337 violations fit this pattern. An alternate explanation is that the student mistakenly expected
the course to be unpopular. In 98 of these cases however the course was at least once
oversubscribed in May, so this alternate explanation is unlikely for those cases.
A second kind of violation likely to be caused by preference change are those
cases where we suspect social learning or new information based on our analysis of
Section IVA. There are four courses for which aggregate demand was lower both
in July and January relative to the May poll, and 44 of the violations correspond to
students downgrading or dropping one of these four courses. Together, these likely
preference changes can account for 55 percent of Theorem 2 violations.
Analogous to preference changes are failures of our maintained assumption that
preferences are responsive. If a student’s preferences are non-responsive, what
looks to us like a failure to best respond could in fact be a rational response to
substitutabilities or complementarities. However, even when we define substitutabilities and complementarities broadly, we can explain only a small number of
the violations.19
Strategic Mistakes.—Students may make strategic mistakes if they have incorrect
beliefs about courses’ equilibrium popularity or fail to optimize correctly.
While we cannot directly observe beliefs, we can identify cases where incorrect
beliefs are a plausible explanation of the violation. 31 violations involve courses
19
If a student regards two courses as close substitutes for each other, it may be rational for the student to omit one
of them from her July ROL. For each Theorem 2 violation involving downgrading a popular course, we check whether
this course is part of a pair or group of courses described as substitutes by any student in the January 2006 survey. If
this is the case, we then check whether the student prefers another course in the pair or group, and if so, whether the
student gets the preferred course with positive probability. Twenty-nine violations can be explained this way, of which
11 involve the student dropping the course entirely. Likewise, if a student regards two courses as complements, it may
be rational to omit both. Half courses are the main source of complementarity in our application. Eleven of the violations involve downgrading a popular half course, of which 6 involve the student dropping the course entirely.
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that appeared to be unpopular based on the May trial run but then became popular in
the July actual run of the mechanism. A student who expected the course to remain
unpopular might rationally downgrade the course on their July ROL, which then
looks to us like a Theorem 2 mistake. Likewise, 33 violations can be explained by
courses that appeared to be popular based on the May trial run but ended up not
being popular in July. Some students needlessly placed these courses ahead of other
popular courses.
We also cannot directly observe optimization errors, but we can identify students
whose play, though flawed, is at least directionally consistent with equilibrium
behavior. Out of the 190 violations of Theorem 2 that involve incorrect rearranging
of popular courses (i.e., cases (ii)–(iii)), 148 instances correspond to cases where
the popular course placed too high in the student’s ROL is strictly more popular
than the popular course placed too low. Such play is consistent with a basic understanding of the incentive to use early-round choices on courses that are especially
popular, and while flawed is at least directionally sensible given course popularities
and the student’s underlying preferences. Together, these likely strategic mistakes
can account for 61 percent of Theorem 2 violations.
Summary.—Our takeaways from the analysis at the individual level are as follows. The joint hypothesis that May poll responses represent truthful preferences
and July ROLs represent equilibrium behavior does a reasonable job of organizing
the individual level data. The data do suggest however that there are a meaningful
number of strategic mistakes and preference changes. Our welfare analysis aims to
include the strategic mistakes—the difficulty of optimal play can be considered an
intrinsic part of the HBS draft—but correct for the preference changes, which are a
flaw of the data and not the market design.
V. Welfare Consequences of Strategic Play

This section quantifies the welfare consequences of students’ strategic play under
the HBS draft mechanism. Section II identified two channels through which strategic behavior affects welfare: increased congestion and ex post inefficiencies due
to strategic risk-taking. This section begins by documenting that strategic behavior
indeed has an effect through both channels, and that the magnitudes are large. We
then turn to the analysis of students’ ex ante welfare. Specifically, we compare students’ distributions of outcomes under the actual strategic play of the HBS draft
to their distribution of outcomes under a non-equilibrium counterfactual in which
students report their preferences truthfully. We find that many more students are
harmed by strategic behavior than benefit. Welfare comparisons at the aggregate
level confirm this: a utilitarian social planner prefers truthful play over strategic
play, as long as students are risk neutral or risk averse.
The main inputs for our analysis in this section are students’ May poll responses and
July submitted ROLs, which we take as their truthful preferences and actual strategic
play, respectively. A limitation of May poll responses is that they are restricted to students’ top-five favorite courses. For positions six and below, we append the courses
not amongst the student’s top five so as to preserve their relative ordering in the student’s July ROL. To avoid counting preference changes as strategic behavior, we also
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adjust for the cases of likely preference change identified in Section IVB. The online
Appendix provides further details on the construction of preferences for our main
specification, and describes the robustness checks we carry out. In particular, one of
our robustness checks treats all Theorem 2 violations as due to preference change, and
another treats all Theorem 2 violations as due to strategic error.
We have both May poll responses and July submitted ROLs for 456 students,
so we work with an economy consisting of these students with course capacities
adjusted accordingly. May-poll respondents are representative of the entire population both in terms of their strategic behavior in July and their reported preferences
in the follow-up survey in January.20
A. Effect of Strategic Behavior on Congestion
To evaluate the effect of strategic behavior on congestion, we run the HBS draft
mechanism for 10,000 random priority orders using both truthful and strategic preferences, and record the time at which each course reaches capacity. We say that a
course reaches capacity earlier under strategic (truthful) play if the time it reaches
capacity is strictly earlier than it is under truthful (strategic) play for at least 99 percent of the priority orders.
As suggested by our theoretical analysis, congestion is related to popularity.
Nearly all of the courses that were at least one time oversubscribed based on the trial
run reach capacity earlier under strategic play (18 out of 20). Very few of the other
courses experience such congestion (4 of 64). The magnitudes are large, especially
amongst the most popular courses. For the 31 courses that reach capacity under both
truthful and strategic play, the round by which they do so goes from 6.45 to 5.74
on average. If we focus on the 12 courses that are at least twice oversubscribed, the
average round at which they reach capacity goes from 3.79 under truthful play to
2.61 under strategic play.
B. Ex Post Efficiency Consequences of Strategic Play
To assess the magnitude of ex post inefficiency in the HBS draft, we run the draft
for 100 random priority orders using students’ July run preferences. For each priority order, we compute the number of ex post Pareto improving trades we can find
based on students’ truthful preferences.
Because our data consist of ordinal preferences over individual courses, there are
some profitable trades that we will not be able to find. For instance, if a student’s
truthful ROL is Ps   : c1, c2, c3, c4and his allocation is {c1, c4} then we know that he
is willing to trade c4for c2or c3, but we do not know whether he is willing to trade
the bundle {c1, c4} for the bundle {c2, c3}. Subject to this caveat, it is without loss of

20

For each course, we used the Gehan test to compare the distribution of course ranks in July for the May poll
respondents to the distribution of course ranks for the non respondents. At the 5 percent level, we found significant
differences across these two samples for just 8 percent of courses (7 of 89), suggesting little difference in submission behavior between these two groups of students. When we carry out the same test for the preferences submitted
in January by the May poll respondents and the non respondents, we find a significant difference for only 2 courses
out of 91.
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generality to restrict attention to one-for-one trades: whatever many-for-many trades
a student is willing to execute can be described using multiple one-for-one trades.
Let x scc′ indicate whether we execute a one-for-one trade in which student s gives
c and gets c′ ; in a multi-way trade (which is allowed) student s gives c to one student
and gets c′ from another. For each priority order, denoted λ, we maximize the number of Pareto-improving trades subject to the constraint that each student trades each
course at most once. The result is the following binary integer program:
 c′ 
	   
max  ∑  xsc
2
x∈{0, 1}  SC   s, c, c′

such that
(2)	
∑  ∑  xscc′   − xsc′ c = 0, ∀c
c′

s

∑  xscc′   + xsc′ c ≤ 1, ∀s, c
(3)	
c′

 , λ), c′ ∉ as ( P
 , λ), c′ Ps    c,
(4)	
xscc′   = 1 ⇒ c ∈ as ( P
where constraint (2) captures the condition that each course must be given as often
as it is received, constraint (3) prevents a student from trading the same course
twice, both to ensure feasibility and to avoid double-counting, and constraint (4)
ensures that the trade is both feasible and desirable. Table 4 suggests that the level
of ex post inefficiency in the HBS draft is substantial: on average 9 percent of course
seats can be profitably reallocated, involving 64 percent of students.21 For comparison, if students played truthfully it is easy to see that there should not be any onefor-one Pareto-improving trades.
C. Consequences of Strategic Behavior on Ex Ante Individual Welfare
In this section, we compare students’ ex ante welfare under the actual play of the
HBS draft to their welfare under a non-equilibrium counterfactual in which all students submit their true preferences. The technical challenge we face is that our data
consist of students’ ordinal preferences over individual courses, whereas ex ante
welfare comparisons require information about students’ cardinal preferences over
bundles of courses.
To begin, we investigate what can be said based solely on the maintained assumption of responsive preferences. This assumption generates, for each student, a partial order over bundles of courses and thus, a fortiori, a partial order over random

21
The magnitudes in Table 4 are consistent with the results of an informal survey conducted by two HBS students in the Spring of 2005. As part of a class project related to the HBS draft mechanism, these students surveyed
160 of their classmates. One of the questions was: “Did you know of a trade with another student that could have
made you both better off?” 58.1 percent responded yes. This is suggestive of both the magnitude and students’
awareness of ex post Pareto inefficiency.
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Table 4—Ex Post Pareto Improving Trades
Mean
Number of executed trades per student
Percent of allocated course seats traded
Percent of students executing
0 trades
1 trade
2 trades
3+ trades

Std. Dev.

0.91
9.1 %

(0.03)
(0.3 %)

35.8 %
42.3
17.5
4.4

(1.6 %)
(2.1)
(1.6)
(0.8)

a llocations. This partial order over random allocations yields the following comparison criterion:
Comparison Result 1 (Responsive Preferences): Suppose that student s has responsive preferences. Then student s prefers truthful play P to strategic play P
  if, for
every complete order over bundles consistent with the partial order implied by P
 s  
and responsiveness, the lottery over bundles he receives under P first-order stochas if the reverse relationship holds.
tically dominates that under P
  . He prefers  P
Comparison result 1 (CR1) is a very strong test because it requires first-order stochastic dominance, which is a demanding order, and does so for every possible complete order over bundles compatible with s’s preferences over individual courses and
responsiveness.
We introduce the following method to implement CR1. First, we run the HBS
draft mechanism for both truthful play and strategic play for 100 randomly drawn
priority orders, which we denote λ1, … , λ1 00 . Second, for each student s, we form
the following bipartite graph:22 one set of nodes is her outcomes from truthful play,
as  (P, λ1), … , as  (P, λ100); the other set of nodes is her outcomes from strategic play,
 , λ1), … , as  ( P
 , λ100); for each pair λ
 j, λk an edge is drawn from node a s  (P,  λj)
as  ( P

 s   and responsiveness that s weakly prefers
to node a s  ( P,  λk) if we know from P
 , λk). Third, we check if the resulting bipartite graph has a perfect
as  (P, λj) to a s  ( P
matching, i.e., a subset of edges such that each node in the truthful-play node set
is connected to exactly one node in the strategic-play node set. If there is a perfect
match, this means that the set of outcomes under P first-order stochastically dominates that under P
  for every complete order consistent with the responsiveness partial order. To check if P
  dominates P we reverse the way the edges are drawn.
We find that 41 percent of students are unambiguously harmed by strategic play, versus just 10 percent that unambiguously benefit. 1 percent of students are indifferent. For
the remaining 48 percent the comparison is indeterminate. Ignoring the indeterminate
cases for now, we note that these results are already suggestive of our intuition from
Section II about the asymmetry between the costs and benefits of strategic play: the
students who are harmed by strategic play are those whose preferred courses are popular, and by definition there are more of them than students whose preferred courses are
22

A graph is bipartite if its nodes can be divided into two disjoint sets, such that every edge of the graph connects
a node in one of these sets to a node in the other set.
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not popular and who then gain from the ability to overreport popular courses. The fact
that ex post inefficiencies hurt everyone further exacerbates this asymmetry.
To confirm these results, however, we need to pin down the indeterminate cases.
Our approach is to place more structure on the relationship between students’ ROLs
and their vNM utility functions.
Definition 2: Student s is said to have additive preferences if there exist numbers vs  (c) for all courses in , and a strictly monotonic function fs  ( ⋅ ), such that s’s
vNM utility from any allocation a s can be written as u s  (as) = fs  ( ∑ c∈as   vs  (c)).
The sum ∑
 c∈as   vs  (c) itself is called student s’s value of bundle a s  . If f s  ( ⋅ ) is (weakly)
concave then s is (weakly) risk averse with respect to bundle values. If f s  ( ⋅ ) is linear
then s is risk neutral with respect to bundle values.
Additive preferences are a special case of responsive preferences. If s has additive
preferences and is risk neutral then his expected utility under strategy profile P
  can
1
_
 v  (c), where λ denotes a priority order and
be expressed as ∑ λ∈Λ  ( | Λ | )  ∑ c∈as (P
   ,λ) s
Λ denotes the set of all priority orders. This yields our second comparison result:
Comparison Result 2 (Additive Preferences, Risk Neutral): Suppose that
student s has additive preferences and is risk neutral. Student s prefers truthful play
P to strategic play P
  if, for all n ∈ 핅, the expected number of top-n courses he gets
 . He prefers  P
 if the reverse relationship holds.
under P exceeds that under  P
A special case of additive preferences that gives us a complete order over bundles
is when the difference in vs’s derived from the student’s 1st and 2nd highest ranked
courses is the same as that between the nth and n + 1th ranked courses, for any n.
In this case, a sufficient statistic for his realized utility is the average rank of the
courses in his allocation. Average rank is a measure of mechanism performance
emphasized by the HBS administration. Average-rank preferences yield the following comparison results:
Comparison Result 3 (Average-rank Preferences): Assume student s has
_
_ 
  , λ)) denote the average rank of the
average-rank preferences and let rs  (P, λ) ( rs(P
 ) for the priority order λ:
courses he gets under strategy profile P ( P
(i) Independently of his attitude towards risk, student s prefers truthful play P
_
_ 
, ⋅ ).
to strategic play P
   if − rs  (P, ⋅ ) first-order stochastically dominates − rs  ( P
 to P if the converse holds.
He prefers P
(ii) If student s is risk averse, he prefers truthful play P to strategic play P
   if
_
_ 

  to P
− rs(P, ⋅ ) second-order stochastically dominates − rs  ( P, ⋅ ). He prefers P
if the converse holds.23

_
23
For two cumulative distributions of average
ranks, say F and _G, with ranks distributed on [ ρ
  ], F second-order
_
_, ρ
_
stochastically dominates G if and only if ∫
 xρ    (1 − F(x)) dx ≤ ∫xρ    (1 − G(x)) dx for all x ∈ [ _
ρ, ρ   ]. The difference
versus the usual formula (Gollier 2001; Section 3.2) is due to the fact that lower is better.
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 if
(iii) If student s is risk neutral, he prefers truthful play P to strategic play  P
_
_ 
 to P if the converse holds.
∑ λ  rs  (P, λ) ≤ ∑ λ  rs  ( P, λ). He prefers P
Another special case of additive preferences is lexicographic preferences, which
can be seen as the other extreme from average-rank preferences. Formally, we define
lexicographic preferences as the limit case of additive risk-neutral preferences
where v s(c)/vs(c′ ) → ∞ for any c Ps    c′. The HBS administration implicitly assumes
lexicographic preferences when they evaluate the performance of the mechanism
by the number of students who get their favorite course. Lexicographic preferences
also generate a complete order over random allocations, and yield the following
comparison result.
Comparison Result 4 (Lexicographic Preferences): Assume student s has lexi if he gets his first
cographic preferences. He prefers truthful play P to strategic play  P

choice course strictly more often under P than under  P, or if he gets each of his n favorite courses equally as often under both profiles but gets his n + 1th favorite course
 if the reverse relationship holds.
strictly more often under P, for some n. He prefers  P
To implement Comparison Results 2–4, we run the HBS draft mechanism for 10,000
random priority orders over students using both truthful and strategic preferences, and
record each student’s distribution over outcomes. Table 5 reports the results.
The results confirm the basic asymmetry between the benefits and costs of strategic play: by each comparison criterion, strategic play harms more students than
it benefits. This asymmetry is especially acute when preferences are lexicographic
because it is impossible to overreport one’s favorite course.
D. Consequences on Ex Ante Social Welfare
We now turn to social welfare. In general, we cannot Pareto rank truthful play
and strategic play based on the assumption of responsive preferences alone: some
students prefer strategic play and others prefer truthful play. So in this section we
impose some inter-personal comparability of utilities and assume additive preferences and a utilitarian social planner. The “social” analogues of Comparison Results
2–4 are as follows:
Comparison Result 5 (Additive Preferences, Risk Neutral): Assume that students have additive preferences and are risk neutral. Society prefers truthful play P to
strategic play P
  , if, for all n ∈ 핅, the expected number of top-n courses allocated to
 . Society prefers  P
 if the converse holds.
students under P exceeds that under  P
Comparison Result 6 (Average-rank Preferences): Assume students have
average-rank preferences:
(i) Independently of students’ attitude towards risk, society prefers truthful
_
play P to strategic play P
   if − r⋅  (P, ⋅ ) first-order stochastically dominates
_ 
_
, ⋅ ). Society prefers P
   if the converse holds. (The notation r
 ⋅ (P, ⋅ ) indi− r⋅  ( P
cates that the distribution is taken over priority orders and students.)
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Table 5—Individual Preferences over Play of the HBS Draft Mechanism using CR1–4
Assumption on preferences

Outcome (percent)
Prefers HBS truthful
Prefers HBS strategic
Indifferent
Indeterminate

Responsive

Additive

Average-rank

Lexicographic

Any risk
attitude
(CR1)

Risk
neutral
(CR2)

Any risk
Risk
Risk
attitude
averse
neutral
(CR3(i)) (CR3(ii)) (CR3(iii))

Risk
neutral
(CR4)

41
10
1
48

44
10
1
46

49
18
1
32

60
20
1
18

65
34
1
0

86
13
1
0

(ii) If students are risk averse, society prefers truthful play P to strategic play P
   if
_
_ 
− r⋅  (P, ⋅ ) second-order stochastically dominates − r⋅  ( P, ⋅ ). Society prefers
   if the converse holds.
P
(iii) If students are risk neutral, society prefers truthful play P to strategic play P
  
_
_ 
   if the converse holds.
if ∑ λ   ∑ s  rs  (P, λ) < ∑ λ  ∑ s  rs  ( P, λ). Society prefers P
Comparison Result 7 (Lexicographic Preferences): Assume students have
lexicographic preferences. Society prefers truthful play P to strategic play P
  if
the expected number of students who get their first choice course is strictly higher
under P than under P
  , or if the expected number of students who get their 1st, … , nth
favorite courses is the same under both strategy profiles, for some n, but the expected
number of students who get their n + 1th favorite course is strictly higher under P.
Society prefers P
  if the reverse relationship holds.
Figure 1 shows the average number of courses that students get among their top n
choices. There is a first-order stochastic dominance relationship between the distribution of outcomes under truthful and strategic play: students get more of their favorite
course, more of their top two favorite courses and so on under truthful play than under
strategic play.24 Thus CR5 obtains and by consequence CR6(iii) and CR7 obtain as
well since both are special cases of risk-neutral additive preferences. In other words,
if students are risk neutral, a utilitarian social planner unambiguously prefers truthful
play of the HBS draft. The difference is economically meaningful. 82 percent of students receive their favorite course under truthful play, and they receive 2.46 of their top
three courses, versus 63 percent and 1.99 under strategic play.
Figure 2 plots the distribution of the average rank of course allocations in the
population. There is a bit more mass at the very best outcomes under strategic play
than under truthful play; this is due to the targeted opportunism of students who
are fortunate to mainly like unpopular courses. For this reason truthful play does
not first-order stochastically dominate strategic play, but second-order stochastic
24
The kink in the HBS Truthful line at rank six is a mechanical effect due to the way we construct truthful preferences. Students report their top-five truthful preferences in the May Poll. Their sixth favorite course is the first
course they rank in the strategic rank order list that they did not rank in the May Poll. If this course is rated highly
by many other students in the May Poll, then the student will never obtain it under truthful play, but might obtain it
under strategic play if he ranks it highly enough.
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10.0
9.0

this rank or better (per student)

Cumulative number of assignments

8.0
7.0
6.0
5.0
4.0
3.0
2.0
HBS truthful
HBS strategic

1.0

No scarcity

0.0
1

2

3

4

5

6

7

8

9

10

True preference rank of assigned course
Figure 1. Cumulative Distribution of the True Preference Rank of Students’ Assigned Courses:
Truthful versus Strategic Play of the HBS Draft Mechanism
Note: The distribution under truthful play first-order stochastically dominates that under strategic play, so CR5,
CR6(iii), and CR7 obtain.

d ominance does obtain. Thus, strategic behavior hurts ex ante social welfare if students have average-rank preferences and are weakly risk averse.
VI. Comparison of the HBS Draft to the Strategyproof Alternative

In the previous section we showed that strategic play of the HBS draft mechanism
harms efficiency, assessed either ex ante or ex post. To get a different perspective on
the costs of strategic behavior, we now compare the HBS draft with its strategyproof
alternative, the random serial dictatorship (RSD). In the RSD, students are randomly
ordered and, in a single round, take turns choosing their entire bundle of courses out
of those courses still with remaining capacity.
The first thing to note is that RSD is ex post efficient, whereas we found in
Section VB that the HBS draft is highly inefficient ex post. The second thing to
note is that we will need to impose additional structure on preferences beyond
responsiveness in order to assess ex ante welfare. Under RSD, students will often
obtain their ideal bundle of courses, but will also often obtain a very poor bundle.
The responsiveness assumption does not rule out the possibility that a student only
places value on obtaining his ideal bundle, nor does it rule out that the student only
cares about maximizing the minimum bundle he obtains.
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0.20
HBS truthful

0.18

HBS strategic

0.16

Probability distribution

0.14
0.12
0.10
0.08
0.06
0.04
0.02
0.00
5.5

7.0

8.5

10.0

11.5

13.0

True average rank of assigned bundle
Figure 2. Probability Distribution of the True-Preference Average Rank of Students’ Assigned Bundles:
Truthful versus Strategic Play of the HBS Draft Mechanism
Note: The distribution under truthful play second-order stochastically dominates that under strategic play, so
CR6(ii), and CR6(iii) obtain.

Table 6—Individual Preferences between HBS and RSD: CR1–4
Assumption on preferences

Outcome (percent)
Prefers RSD
Prefers HBS strategic
Indifferent
Indeterminate

Responsive

Additive

Any risk
attitude
(CR1)

Risk
neutral
(CR2)

0
2
0
98

0
31
0
69

Average-rank
Any risk
attitude
(CR3(i))
0
3
0
97

Risk
averse
(CR3(ii))
0
89
0
11

Lexicographic
Risk
neutral
(CR3(iii))
11
89
0
0

Risk
neutral
(CR4)
20
80
0
0

A. Ex Ante Individual Welfare
We repeat the methodology of Section VC. Table 6 compares HBS to RSD under
additive, average rank, and lexicographic preferences using Comparison Results 1–4:
Table 6 confirms that without assumptions on students’ risk preferences, the comparison is almost entirely indeterminate (columns CR1 and CR3(i)). If we assume
that students are risk averse and have average-rank preferences (column CR3(ii)),
then most of the indeterminacies are resolved in favor of the HBS draft. No student
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True preference rank of assigned course
Figure 3. Cumulative Distribution of the True Preference Rank of Students’ Assigned Courses:
RSD versus Strategic Play of the HBS Draft Mechanism
Note: The distribution under HBS first-order stochastically dominates that under RSD, so CR5, CR6(iii), and CR7
obtain.

unambiguously prefers RSD and the vast majority unambiguously prefer HBS. This
reflects the well-known criticism of RSD that it exposes students to risk.
There is, however, more in Table 6 than risk. Even if students are risk neutral
(columns CR2, CR3(iii), and CR4), the large majority of students prefer the HBS
draft to RSD.
B. Ex Ante Social Welfare
We repeat the methodology of Section VD. Figure 3 compares the aggregate rank
distributions of HBS and RSD. The distribution under strategic play of the HBS
draft first-order stochastically dominates that under truthful play of RSD. Thus, a
utilitarian social planner prefers HBS to RSD when students are risk neutral and
have any additive preferences (CR5, CR6(iii), CR7). This result confirms the picture at the individual level but is more surprising at the social level, given RSD’s
ex post efficiency. It suggests that RSD’s ex post efficiency is not a good proxy for
ex ante social welfare.
The magnitudes are of the most economic importance in the tails. Students
receive their favorite course with 63 percent probability under HBS, but with only
49 percent probability under RSD. Students receive roughly the same number of
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True average rank of assigned bundle
Figure 4. Distribution of the Average Rank Received:
RSD versus Strategic Play of the HBS Draft Mechanism
Note: The distribution under HBS second-order stochastically dominates that under RSD, so CR6(ii) and CR6(iii)
obtain.

their second–tenth favorite courses under the two mechanisms, but then receive
more courses ranked lower than tenth under RSD than HBS. As a result, the mean
average rank under RSD is 8.74, versus 7.99 under HBS. This is an economically
meaningful difference, around twice that of the difference between truthful and strategic play of the HBS draft.
Finally, Figure 4 illustrates the risk to which RSD exposes students by examining
the distribution of the average ranks of their received bundles. RSD puts much more
weight on the tails of the distribution, and indeed is second-order stochastically
dominated by HBS (CR6 (ii)). Thus, a utilitarian social planner prefers HBS to
RSD if students have average-rank preferences and are weakly risk averse.
VII. Why is There no Efficiency-Fairness Tradeoff?

In the previous section we found that even a utilitarian social planner, unconcerned with fairness per se, prefers the draft to the dictatorship. Moreover, this was
not just because RSD exposes students to risk; the draft was preferable even if students are risk neutral.
In this section we provide a simple explanation for this finding: the ex post
unfairness of RSD (in a way made precise below) directly hurts its ex ante welfare
performance when students are either risk neutral or risk averse. We illustrate the
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main idea of this section with an example before articulating more formally how the
distribution of outcomes affects ex ante welfare.
Example 3 (No Efficiency-Fairness Tradeoff ): There are four courses, with
q1 = q2 = q3 = q4 = 1/2. Proportion 1/2 of students are of type P1   : c1  , c2  , c3  , c4  , and
proportion 1/2 are of type P2   : c2  , c1  , c4  , c3  . Students require two courses each.
In this environment, truthful play is an equilibrium of the HBS draft (this will follow
from Lemma 1 below). In equilibrium, all P1   types ask for and receive c1 in the first
round, while all P2  types ask for and receive c2in the first round. Both c1and c2reach
capacity at time 1. In the second round P1  types obtain c3 and P2  types obtain c4  .
Truthful play is always an equilibrium of RSD. In equilibrium, students who draw
priority numbers in [ 0, 1/2 ] obtain {c1  , c2}, regardless of whether they are type P1   or
type P2    . The remaining students obtain {c3  , c4}, again, regardless of type.
If students have additive preferences (cf. Section VC), then the distribution of bundle values each student receives under HBS second-order stochastically dominates
that received under RSD: under HBS all students get their first and third favorite
courses, whereas under RSD half get their first and second favorites while the other
half get their third and fourth favorites. Thus, if students are risk neutral or risk
averse, all individual students and society as a whole strictly prefer HBS to RSD.
Mechanically, what drives RSD’s performance in Example 3 is that each student
with priority in [ 0, 1/2 ] uses her second choice to take the first choice course of some
student with priority in [ 1/2 , 1]. If students have additive preferences and are risk
neutral or risk averse, this is bad for welfare. Further, the magnitudes are large:
changing from RSD to HBS increases the proportion of students who get their single
favorite course from 50 percent to 100 percent, and improves the mean average rank
from 2.5 to 2.0. This echoes our empirical findings in Section VI.
We now generalize Example 3 to show the welfare benefits of imposing a simple ex post fairness condition on the distribution of outcomes. First, we consider
the class of anonymous multi-unit random priority mechanisms that take students’
ROLs over individual courses as their inputs. Each mechanism is characterized by
an atomless joint probability distribution with support on {(t1, … , tm ) ∈ [0, m]m such
that t1 ≤ t2 , … , ≤ tm   }, from which students independently and identically draw m
choosing times. Then, starting at time t = 0 and continuing until time t = m, each
student with choosing time t is allocated her most-preferred available course (based
on her submitted ROL) that she has not yet received and that has remaining capacity.
A student may have multiple choices at the same time. A formal description is provided in the online Appendix.
We draw the following distinction amongst random priority mechanisms.
Definition 3 (Callousness): An anonymous multi-unit random priority mechanism is callous if there exists n ∈ {2, … , m} and a random priority draw, such that a
strictly positive measure of students get their nth choosing time before another set of
students get their (n − 1)th choosing time. Otherwise it is non-callous.
RSD is an extreme example of a callous mechanism, because for any two students, one takes all her turns before the other takes any. A less-obvious example is
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the random priority mechanism in which students draw m choosing times uniform
randomly from [ 0, m ]. The HBS draft mechanism is non-callous, as are most other
draft mechanisms observed in the field.
Callousness can be seen as an ex post fairness criterion for random priority mechanisms because it places constraints on realized choosing times. It is a weak criterion, however. For example, the draft mechanism where students choose courses
one at a time, but in the same order in every round, is also non-callous, even though
students who are early in each round clearly have a better set of choosing times than
students who are late in each round.25
We next generalize the environment of Example 3 as follows. Suppose that the set
of courses can be partitioned into categories, 1, … , Lwith  = 1  ∪, … , ∪ Lsuch
that (i) each course in jhas the same capacity, qj(by slight abuse of notation), with
qj| j | an integer; (ii) students prefer any course in j to any course in j  ′ if j < j ′;
and (iii) students’ ordinal preferences over courses within each set 
 jare distributed
uniformly. Such preferences are called “block correlated” by Coles, Kushnir, and
Niederle (2011). Block correlation allows for some kinds of realistic correlation in
students’ preferences (e.g., all students prefer high-quality professors to low-quality
professors) while enabling the following useful characterization of equilibrium:
Lemma 1: If students’ preferences are block-correlated, truthful play is an equilibrium of any anonymous multi-unit random priority mechanism.
Lemma 1 is proved in the online Appendix. The key is that all courses in the same
category reach capacity at exactly the same time when students play truthfully. This
makes it useless to manipulate the relative ordering of courses within a category.
(Note that a direct corollary is that truthful play is an equilibrium in the HBS mechanism when preferences are block-correlated).
Our next result provides a welfare comparison between callous and non-callous
mechanisms:
Theorem 4 (Welfare Costs of Callousness): Consider any course-allocation
environment in which preferences are block correlated. Suppose that students have
additive preferences. Under equilibrium truthful play of any non-callous mechanism
and any callous mechanism:
(i) For each individual student and for society as a whole, the distribution of
bundle values under the non-callous mechanism second-order stochastically dominates that under the callous mechanism. Further, for each callous
mechanism there exists an environment such that the dominance is strict for
every non-callous mechanism.
(ii) For each individual student and for society as a whole, there is not a strict
first-order stochastic dominance relationship between the distribution of
25
Drafts with the same order in every round are used to allocate new players to professional sports teams
in the United States. For example see www.nfl.com/draft for a description of professional football’s draft, and
en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Major_League_Baseball_Draft for a description of professional baseball’s draft.
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bundle values under the non-callous mechanism and that under the callous
mechanism.
The environment of Theorem 4 is admittedly special, but part (i) is striking nonetheless: if students are risk neutral or risk averse, any non-callous mechanism is
ex ante preferable to any callous mechanism, both for each individual student and
for society as a whole.
We end with three remarks. First, while callousness is about distribution, we stress
that it is not simply about some mechanisms yielding a more risky distribution of
outcomes than others. Theorem 4 shows that there are welfare costs of callousness
for risk-neutral students, and Example 3 shows that these can be sizeable. Aversion
to risk only exacerbates the unattractiveness of callous mechanisms like RSD.
Second, we clarify the relationship between callousness and Bogomolnaia and
Moulin’s ((BM) 2001) critique of RSD. In the single-unit demand setting, BM show
that the distribution over outcomes under RSD is first-order stochastically dominated. Theorem 4(ii) implies that RSD is not first-order stochastically dominated
by any non-callous mechanism. Instead, callousness is about second-order stochastic dominance. If students are sufficiently risk loving they prefer callous mechanisms like RSD to non-callous ones like HBS. Another difference versus BM is the
magnitude of the effect. Che and Kojima (2010) show theoretically that the inefficiency BM address goes to zero as the market grows large, and Pathak (2006) finds
small magnitudes empirically. This contrasts with the large magnitudes we found in
Example 3 and Section VI, respectively.
Finally, it is straightforward to show that dictatorships are the only random priority
mechanisms for which truthful reporting is a dominant strategy.26 Thus, within this
class of mechanisms, callousness can be interpreted as a cost of strategyproofness.
VIII. Designing New Multi-Unit Assignment Mechanisms

Our analysis thus far has highlighted that strategic behavior and ex post fairness
each matter for welfare in multi-unit assignment. In this section, we explore the performance of a new draft mechanism that integrates these two lessons. Section VIIIA
describes the mechanism, and Section VIIIB describes its empirical performance.
A. The Proxy Draft
The proxy draft is similar to the HBS draft, but for two modifications. First, strategic play is centralized: students report their preferences to a proxy, which plays
strategically on their behalf. Second, the timing of the HBS draft is modified in a
simple but important way: the proxy observes the realization of the student’s random
26
Fix arbitrary s, Ps    : c1, c2 , … . In any non-dictatorial mechanism, there exists some n ∈ {2, … , m} such that, with
strictly positive probability, s′ s (n − 1)th choosing time is strictly earlier than her nth choosing time; denote these
times by tn−1
  < tn  . Set P
  −s
   such that the only course out of s’s top-m favorites to reach capacity is c n  , and that the
time at which it reaches capacity is strictly between tn−1
 and tn. Then P
  s    : cn  , c1  , c2 , … , cn−1
   , cn+1
  , … , is a profitable
manipulation for student s, and for any other student with the same ordinal preferences over individual courses as
student s. This contradicts strategyproofness. The argument and intuition when the number of students is finite is
analogous. The only difference is that run-out times will generally be stochastic in discrete environments.
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priority before deciding on her play. These modifications are intended to mitigate,
respectively, the strategic mistakes we observed in Section IVB, and the incentive
for strategic risk-taking we observed in Section IIB.
We describe the proxy draft formally in the context of the continuum economy
of Sections I and II. First, each student s reports a rank-order list over individual
courses, denoted Ps  , to the computer, which will act as her strategic proxy. Second,
students are randomly ordered exactly as in the original HBS draft. Specifically,
each student draws a random priority number independently from the uniform distribution on [ 0, 1], and a student who draws priority x gets choosing time x in the first
round, 2 − x in the second round, 2 + x in the third round, etc. Third, the computer
 , that constitutes a Nash equilibrium in ROLs in the
looks for a profile of strategies,  P
complete information draft game induced by students’ preferences and the realized
priority order. Last, the computer plays this draft game on students’ behalf using
 generates determinisplay P
   . As with the original HBS draft, any strategy profile  P
*
tic run-out times, which we denote for future reference by t  .
We show as Lemma 2 (in the online Appendix) that s’s ordinal preferences over
individual courses are sufficient for the proxy to best respond on her behalf. The
reason we do not need cardinal preference information to calculate best responses—
in contrast to the original HBS draft—is the timing modification. The proxy knows
exactly where s is in the priority order, so for any course run-out times t  *the payoff to each strategy is deterministic. The proof that we need only ordinal preferences over individual courses, as opposed to over bundles, is by construction using
a greedy algorithm.
The formal sense in which the proxy draft reduces the risk of strategic mistakes is:
Theorem 5 (Proxy Draft Incentives): Truthful reporting is a weakly dominant
strategy under the proxy draft.
The intuition is that students in the continuum are “run-out time takers” (i.e., they
cannot affect t   *), and for any realized t  *each student can do no better than to report
her preferences truthfully and let the proxy optimize on her behalf. By contrast, in
the HBS draft, optimal strategic play depends on correct beliefs about course runout times, a detailed understanding of the rules of the game, and potentially complex
calculations involving lotteries.
The formal sense in which the proxy draft mitigates strategic risk taking is:
Theorem 6 (Proxy Draft Ex Post Efficiency): For any profile of students’ ordinal
preferences over individual courses, there exists a profile of students’ preferences
over bundles that is compatible with responsiveness and for which the equilibrium
proxy draft allocation is ex post Pareto efficient.
In other words, the proxy draft does not leave Pareto-improving one-for-one
trades on the table. By contrast, the HBS draft leaves such trades on the table both
in equilibrium (cf. Example 2) and in the data (cf. Section VB).
Note that while the proxy draft mitigates both strategic mistakes and strategic
risk taking, it does not eliminate all costs of strategic behavior. In particular, we still
expect congestion due to overreporting of popular courses by the proxy.
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B. Welfare Performance of the Proxy Draft
We now explore the performance of the proxy draft in our data. We make two simplifying assumptions for the empirical analysis. First, for computational tractability, we
look for a fixed point in course run-out times rather than in student ROLs.27 Second,
we assume that students report their preferences truthfully to the proxy. While truthful
reporting is a dominant strategy in the continuum economy, it is only approximately
optimal in large finite economies.28
Following the methodology of Section V, we draw 100 random priority orders
and for each order run the proxy draft and both truthful and strategic play of the
HBS draft. At both the individual level and the social level, on almost all of our
measures, the proxy draft “lands in between” truthful and strategic play of the HBS
draft: the proxy draft is ex ante preferable to the actual play of the HBS draft, but
non-equilibrium truthful play of the HBS draft would be better still.
We highlight two specific results. First, the societal distribution of assigned
course-ranks (Comparison Result 5) under the proxy draft first-order stochastically
dominates that under strategic play of the HBS draft, but is itself dominated by
truthful play of the HBS draft. Second, the societal distribution of assigned bundle
average-ranks (Comparison Result 6) under the proxy draft second-order stochastically dominates the distribution under strategic play of the HBS draft, but is itself
dominated by truthful play of the HBS draft. Full results at both the individual and
societal level are reported in the online Appendix.
These “lands in between” results make sense because the proxy draft eliminates
some but not all costs of strategic behavior. To give a sense of magnitudes, the average rank of students’ assigned bundles under the proxy draft is equal to 7.84, as
compared to 7.66 under truthful play of the HBS draft, 7.99 under the actual strategic play of the HBS draft, and 8.74 under RSD.
While we make no claim here as to the optimality of the proxy draft mechanism,
these results suggest that the lessons from our analysis are easily implementable.29
They also provide a perspective on the relative importance of the distribution of
outcomes and the incentive constraint on welfare. The proxy draft mechanism circumvents two avoidable costs of strategic behavior, namely strategic mistakes and
the ex post inefficiency due to strategic risk-taking. It does not eliminate all strategic behavior since the computer acts strategically on students’ behalf. The fact
27
That is, we look for a set of course run-out times t  *such that, when the proxy optimizes on each student’s
behalf given t  *, the times t  *are in fact realized. The computational procedure we use for finding the fixed point
is described in the online Appendix. In the continuum economy, there is no distinction between finding a fixed
point in run-out times and finding a Nash equilibrium in ROLs, but the two only approximate each other in large
finite economies, because run-out times are not necessarily exogenous from the perspective of each student. The
probability that an individual student can affect run-out times decreases as the number of students increases and as
course capacities increase.
28
Again, the issue is that course run-out times are not necessarily exogenous from the perspective of each individual student.
29
Several other papers have proposed new multi-unit assignment mechanisms in response to earlier versions of
this paper, which highlighted strategic behavior and ex post fairness as important design issues but did not propose
a specific mechanism. See Budish (2011) and Budish, Che, Kojima, and Milgrom (forthcoming) for approaches
based on competitive equilibrium from equal incomes. See Kominers, Ruberry, and Ullman (2010) for an approach
that, like ours, combines the HBS draft with a kind of proxy agent; whereas our proxy agent best responds to realized run-out times (which involves finding a fixed point), the Kominers, Ruberry, and Ullman proxy agent follows
a heuristic analogous to straightforward bidding in a simultaneous ascending auction.
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that the average rank of the assigned bundles under the proxy draft mechanism is
close to the average rank of the assigned bundles under (non-equilibrium) truthful
behavior suggests that the cost of the incentive constraint is small relative to the
welfare benefit of the draft’s more equal distribution of outcomes.
IX. Conclusion

Economists have increasingly played an active role in designing solutions to realworld resource allocation problems like course allocation. The usual starting point
for this work is a mechanism that is attractive in a stylized theoretical environment,
which is then adapted to some of the complexities that arise in practice. One wellknown example that fits this pattern is the redesign of the market for medical residencies in the United States, on which Roth (2002) remarks that “the simple theory
of Gale and Shapley (1962) offered a surprisingly good guide to the design of the
Roth-Peranson (1999) algorithm.” Other prominent examples that fit this pattern
include the design of school-choice procedures, advertising markets on internet
search engines, and combinatorial auctions.30
Here, the relationship between theory and practice is different, and invited a different approach. The theory literature on multi-unit assignment has yielded mostly
negative results; there is no widely admired “classic” solution akin to Gale and
Shapley (1962) for matching, or Vickrey (1961) for auctions. In light of all the negative findings, several theory papers concluded that dictatorships are the best possible
solution, because they are strategyproof and ex post Pareto efficient. Practitioners
meanwhile designed their own mechanisms, on an ad hoc basis without guidance
from economic theory. It seemed to us worthwhile to study the design choices practitioners made, to see what theory and practice could teach each other.
Studying the HBS draft mechanism in isolation highlighted what theory could
teach practice: the importance of incentives in practical market design. We showed
that the HBS draft is simple to manipulate in theory, is indeed manipulated by students in practice, and that these manipulations cause significant welfare loss. These
findings constitute some of the most direct evidence to date on the costs of using a
manipulable mechanism.
Comparing the draft from practice to the dictatorship from theory uncovered what
the prior theory had missed: the link between fairness and welfare in multi-unit
assignment. A natural prior based on reading the extant theory is that the dictatorship is less fair than the draft, but nevertheless the right design choice because the
manipulability of the draft leads to inefficiency. Instead, we found that the draft’s
ex post fairness relative to the dictatorship—its “non-callousness”—causes it to be
better for ex ante welfare than the dictatorship. These findings serve as a useful
reminder that ex post Pareto efficiency can be a very poor proxy for ex ante welfare,
and, quite simply, that strategyproofness has costs as well as benefits.

30
New school-choice procedures in Boston and New York are based on an adaptation of Gale and Shapley’s
˘ lu and Sönmez 2003). Google cites the influence of Vickrey’s (1961)
deferred acceptance algorithm (Abdulkadiro g
“Nobel Prize-winning economic theory” in the design of its auction for advertising slots (Edelman, Ostrovsky, and
Schwarz 2007). On the relationship between theory and practice for combinatorial auction design, see Cramton et
al. (2006) and Milgrom’s (2004) aptly named text “Putting Auction Theory to Work.”
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Thus, the mechanisms from theory and practice each have flaws, and both theory
and practice each have something to teach the other. A particularly satisfying result
of this two-way dialogue is that it ultimately yielded new solutions to the multi-unit
assignment problem, improving welfare relative both to what theory previously had
to offer and to what practitioners had designed on their own.
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